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9 ABSTRACT: Combining poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) with
10 sequence-defined peptides in PEG−peptide conjugates offers
11 opportunities to realize next-generation drug formulation
12 additives for overcoming undesired pharmacological profiles of
13 difficult small molecule drugs. The tailored peptide segments
14 provide sequence-specific, noncovalent drug binding, and the
15 hydrophilic PEG block renders the complexes water soluble. On
16 the basis of a peptide sequence known to bind the photo-
17 sensitizer m-tetra(hydroxyphenyl)chlorin (m-THPC) for photo-
18 dynamic cancer therapy, a set of different conjugate
19 architectures is synthesized and studied. Variations in PEG
20 block length and amplification of the peptidic binding domain
21 of PEG−peptide conjugates are used to fine tune critical
22 parameters for hosting m-THPC, such as drug payload
23 capacities, aggregation sizes, and drug release and activation kinetics.

24 ■ INTRODUCTION

25 In recent decades, defined macromolecules and amphiphilic
26 block copolymers have proved to be highly valuable as drug
27 formulation additives, improving the performance of difficult
28 drugs as well as enabling the realization of novel concepts for
29 drug delivery and targeting.1−8 One focus of modern
30 pharmacological drug design has been progressively set on
31 hydrophobic small molecule drugs, resulting in a demand for
32 polymeric coadditives, which provide solubility, mediate
33 bioavailability, and prevent undesired partitioning of the
34 compounds.9−11 Despite a few very promising novel plat-
35 forms,12−16 the set of investigated polymers and resulting block
36 copolymers is largely limited to FDA approved polymers that
37 restrict the chemical variability for block copolymer formulation
38 additives.17,18 Bioconjugates that combine poly(ethylene
39 glycol) (PEG) and sequence-defined peptides comprise a
40 polymer family denoted precision polymers, which are highly
41 information rich, cover an enormous chemical space, and have
42 sharply definable sequence−property relationships.19−22 This
43 class of peptide−polymer conjugates proved to have broad
44 applicability, ranging from tailored drug solubilizers to self-
45 assembled nano- and microstructures for cell growth scaffolds
46 to enzymatically activable coatings or glues to anisotropic soft
47 matter structures for molecular electronics or directed
48 composite formation.23−36 Precision polymers exhibit rich
49 opportunities in the field of biomedicine, enabling insights to
50 be revealed into the behavior of multifunctional macro-

51molecules in complex biological environments. Recently,
52Wagner et al. utilized precision polymers to progress the
53fundamental understanding of aspects of the process that
54occurs in dsDNA or siRNA delivery.37 Hartmann et al.
55elucidated lectin binding modes of multivalent substrates to
56identify molecular parameters relevant for ligand binding or
57substrate clustering.38 Börner et al. showed that peptide−PEG
58conjugates could be tailored by either empirically or
59combinatorially assisted design to enable sequence-specific
60hosting of problematic drug molecules.39−41 Those specific
61solubilizers rendered kinase IpsE inhibitors or m-tetra-
62(hydroxyphenyl)chlorin (m-THPC)42 photosensitizers with
63undesired pharmacological profiles readily available for
64biotesting or biodistribution. The platform of specific
65solubilizers offers opportunities to cost effectively overcome
66solubility issues of polar water insoluble small organic lead
67compounds or drug entities without tedious, cost intensive drug
68structure adaption cycles. However, structure−property
69relationships to optimize specific drug solubilizers, improving
70payload and tailoring drug/solubilizer complexation strength,
71are not yet well understood.
72Here, we provide insights into structure−property relation-
73ships of peptide−PEG conjugates for the solubilization of an m-
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74 THPC photosensitizer. The study reveals the dependencies of
75 drug loading capacity and drug activation kinetics on the
76 architecture of the utilized peptide−PEG conjugates by
77 systematically altering the (1) peptide segment length, (2)
78 segment architecture, and (3) PEG−peptide block length ratio.

79 ■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
80 A detailed description of materials, instrumentation, experimental
81 procedures, and analytical data is available as Supporting Information.
82 Peptide−PEG conjugates (P-PEG0.85k, P-PEG3.2k, P-PEG5.2k, P2-
83 PEG5.2k, and P3-PEG5.2k) were obtained by automated solid-phase
84 peptide synthesis on an ABI 433a peptide synthesizer (Applied
85 Biosystems) using Tentagel-PAP resins as solid support preloaded
86 with PEG (approximately 0.85, 3.2, and 5.2 kg/mol). After stepwise
87 polypeptide assembly via a HBTU/NMP/piperidine protocol,
88 conjugates were cleaved from the solid support by treatment with a
89 mixture of 95% TFA, 4% TES, and 1% H2O, precipitated in cold
90 diethyl ether, and dialyzed against deionized water (100−500 or 500−
91 1000 Da MWCO, cellulose ester). Peptide conjugates were
92 characterized by MALDI-ToF-MS, 1H nuclear magnetic resonance
93 spectra (1H NMR) in TFA-d1, and Fourier transform infrared
94 spectroscopy (ATR-FT-IR).
95 For solubilization of m-THPC by peptide−PEG conjugates, m-
96 THPC was dissolved in EtOH (1 mg/mL) and 1 mL (1.47 μmol of m-
97 THPC) of the solution was added to solutions of each carrier (1.47
98 μmol) in deionized water (1 mL, pH 7). The resulting mixtures were
99 shaken for 1 h and freeze-dried in vacuo. Residues were dissolved in
100 deionized water (1 mL, pH 7), followed by centrifugation to remove
101 any m-THPC that was not solubilized. Supernatants were diluted with
102 EtOH to avoid aggregation, and the concentration of solubilized m-
103 THPC was determined by UV−vis spectroscopy.
104 Drug trans-solubilzation to BSA was studied by fluorescence
105 emission spectroscopy. Time-resolved fluorescence emission was
106 recorded on a microplate reader in black polystyrene 96-well plates.
107 None of the tested carrier systems showed distinct fluorescence
108 emission upon saturation with their individual maximum payload of m-
109 THPC (Supporting Information). To trigger fluorescence emission, a
110 solution of BSA in deionized water was added to samples of m-THPC-
111 loaded carriers. Immediately, fluorescence emission (λem, 654 nm; λexc,
112 417 nm) was recorded with a 2 min delay for a period of 18 h and
113 plotted against time.

114 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
115 Previously, a combinatorial strategy revealed a peptide−PEG
116 conjugate that effectively solubilized the partially approved m-
117 THPC photosensitizer, which is used for photodynamic cancer
118 therapy.40 From a single bead/single component library of
119 about 8.2 × 105 different peptides, the sequence Gln-Phe-Phe-
120 Leu-Phe-Phe-Gln (QFFLFFQ) was selected and studied,
121 demonstrating solubilization of m-THPC with a payload of
122 1:3.3 (drug/solubilizer). Drug transport occurs in a silent
123 (nonactive) drug state. However, trans-solubilization, e.g., to
124 blood-plasma protein models like albumins, generates the active
125 form of the drug that exhibits singlet oxygen production upon
126 irradiation with 652 nm light.
127 To study the influence of the PEG polymer block length and
128 the peptide binding segment on m-THPC solubilization and
129 drug release kinetics, two different sets of peptide−PEG

f1 130 conjugates were synthesized and analyzed (Figure 1). On one
131 hand, the nonfunctional PEG segment, responsible for water
132 solubility and drug shielding, was altered (Mn = 850, 3200, and
133 5200 g/mol) while the peptide segment was kept unchanged
134 (QFFLFFQ-block-PEGx, Figure 1, P-PEG0.85k, P-PEG3.2k, and
135 P-PEG5.2k). On the other hand, the PEG block length was kept
136 constant (Mn = 5200 g/mol) and the peptide segments,
137 responsible for specific noncovalent drug binding, were

138changed from linear monovalent to linear bivalent to branched
139trivalent (Figure 1, P-PEG5.2k, P2-PEG5.2k, P3-PEG5.2k). The
140conjugates were synthesized via an inverse conjugation
141approach by solid-phase-supported peptide synthesis (SPPS)
142using supports preloaded with the proper PEG blocks.43 The
143inverse conjugation strategy enables the different peptide
144segments to be sequentially synthesized at the supported
145PEG blocks and the fully deprotected peptide−PEG conjugates
146to be liberated from the synthesis resins. The linear constructs
147P-PEG0.85k, P-PEG3.2k, P-PEG5.2k, and P2-PEG5.2k were
148obtained in a straightforward manner. In the case of the bis-
149valent P2-PEG5.2k, the second peptide binding domain was
150linked via a flexible 6-amino hexanoic acid moiety (Fmoc-Ahx-
151OH). To introduce a branching point between the three
152peptide domains of the tris-valent P3-PEG5.2k, a α,ε-Fmoc-
153diprotected lysine derivative (Fmoc Lys(Fmoc)-OH) was
154coupled after completing the linking of the first peptide
155binding domain. In the ongoing SPPS, two peptide chains grow
156parallel with the same sequence from both the α- and ε-amino
157groups of the lysine residue, resulting in a Y-shaped motif. After
158liberation from the supports, the different peptide−PEG
159conjugates were isolated in a fully deprotected manner, and
160their chemical identities were proven by mass spectrometry
161(MALDI-ToF-MS) and 1H NMR (Supporting Information).
162To study the effect of PEG length and peptide architecture
163on maximum cargo capacity and payload, the set of peptide
164conjugates was loaded with m-THPC using an established
165freeze-drying methodology to force loading.40 For that purpose,
166m-THPC was dissolved in ethanol and mixed with the aqueous
167solutions of the corresponding bioconjugates. After freeze
168drying of the mixtures and resuspension in water, the excess m-
169THPC could be removed by centrifugation, and drug
170concentration in the supernatant was determined by UV−vis
171 f2spectroscopy (Figure 2).
172As is evident, alterations within the peptide part of the
173bioconjugates seem to have more pronounced effects on m-
174THPC’s solubilization capacity compared to that due to
175 t1changes in the length of the PEG block (Table 1).
176Systematically increasing the number of peptide binding
177domains per bioconjugate molecule, from linear monobinder
178to linear bis-binder to star-shaped tris-binder, resulted in a
179significant impact on drug solubilization efficiency. Comparing
180P-PEG5.2k with P2-PEG5.2k demonstrates that doubling the
181peptide segment in a linear fashion increases the molar drug
182payload from 1:3.4 to 1:1.4 (drug/carrier). Although P2-
183PEG5.2k solubilizes 0.74 mmol of m-THPC per mmol
184conjugate, P3-PEG5.2k reached a capacity of 0.95 mmol per

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the systematic variation of peptide−
PEG conjugate architectures: altering the PEG block length (P-
PEG0.85k, P-PEG3.2k, and P-PEG5.2k) and the peptidic binding
segment (P-PEG5.2k, P2-PEG5.2k, P3-PEG5.2k).
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185 mmol of conjugate (1:1.1 molar drug/carrier). Thus, it was
186 possible to gain a 2- and 3-fold higher payload capacity by
187 doubling and tripling the binding amino acid sequence,
188 respectively. It is most likely that the further increase in the
189 payload capacity of P3-PEG5.2k compared to that of P2-PEG5.2k
190 is not exclusively a consequence of having more copies of the
191 binding domain but also could result partially from the
192 branched architecture of P3-PEG5.2k compared to the linear
193 P2-PEG5.2k conjugate. Increasing the length of the solubility-
194 providing PEG block apparently does not influence the
195 maximum cargo dramatically. P-PEG3.2k and P-PEG5.2k, with
196 PEG block lengths of 3200 and 5200 g/mol, showed drug
197 loading ratios of 0.31 and 0.30 mmol of m-THPC per mmol of
198 conjugate, respectively. Whereas P-PEG3.2k reaches a molar
199 payload of 1:3.3 (drug/carrier), P-PEG5.2k yields an almost
200 identical payload of 1:3.4. Interestingly, having a critical PEG
201 length seems to be necessary, as P-PEG0.85k brought practically
202 no m-THPC into solution. That there is a lower limit of the
203 PEG length is not surprising considering that the peptide
204 segment has a molecular weight of 976 Da and is rather
205 hydrophobic.
206 To understand the impact of amino acid sequence,
207 architectural parameters, and m-THPC loading on solubiliza-
208 tion, the different peptide−PEG conjugates were investigated
209 prior to and after drug loading (Table 1). Dynamic light
210 scattering (DLS) on dilute aqueous solutions of bioconjugates
211 confirmed the amphiphilic character of the PEG−peptide
212 conjugates. All samples indicate the formation of block

213copolymer aggregates in the absence of m-THPC within a
214hydrodynamic radii window of Rh = 13−37 nm (Table 1).
215Consistent with the aggregation theory of amphiphilic block
216copolymers, increasing the hydrophilic PEG block with the
217peptide segments held constant leads to smaller aggregates (cf.
218P-PEG3.2k and P-PEG5.2k).

44 Moreover, when keeping the PEG
219block length unchanged, aggregate sizes become larger as the
220rather hydrophobic peptide segment increases due to the shift
221in hydrophobicity from P-PEG5.2k to P2-PEG5.2k. P3-PEG5.2k
222shows a reduced hydrodynamic radius compared to that of P2-
223PEG5.2k, which could potentially indicate a more dense packing
224of the hydrophobic peptides due to the compact branched
225topology or a change in the type of aggregate formed. As
226expected, the hydrodynamic radii of all solubilizer aggregates
227increased during loading with hydrophobic m-THPC (Table 1).
228The increase in the aggregate size of the loaded bioconjugates is
229less significant in response to increasing the molecular weight of
230the carriers. Whereas the smallest bioconjugate, P-PEG3.2k,
231showed the highest increase from Rh = 37 to 165 nm, loading of
232the largest solubilizer, P3-PEG5.2k, led to the lowest increase of
233Rh, from 25 to 65 nm. These results can be understood by
234taking into account that, in all cases, there was a rather constant
235ratio of peptidic 7-mer binding domains per m-THPC. One
236drug molecule required, on average, roughly three peptide
237binding domains to be effectively solubilized. Because P3-
238PEG5.2k provides (with three peptide binding domains per
239carrier molecule) this ideal ratio, only minor changes in
240aggregation seem to be required. In contrast, P-PEG3.2k
241(exhibiting a small hydrophilic PEG block and a single peptide
242binding domain) has to reorganize to a large extent to saturate
243the m-THPC molecules’ surface with an appropriate number of
244peptide domains and to provide sufficient PEG for colloidal
245stability.
246Regardless of the solubilizer and the differences in drug
247loading and aggregation size, all m-THPC-loaded systems show
248strongly reduced or no fluorescence emission (Supporting
249Information). This indirectly indicates the high packing density
250and intermolecular quenching of the m-THPC fluorophores in
251the aggregates. Such a silent transport mode appears to be
252advantageous for photodynamic therapy, as beneficial effects on
253shelf-life time and reduced risk during handling of the drug
254formulation would be anticipated. However, due to high
255binding affinity of m-THPC to blood plasma proteins,45,46

256trans-solubilization of the sensitizer to, e.g., serum albumin
257 f3takes place (Figure 3). This results in subsequent monomer-
258ization of aggregated m-THPC, reducing quenching as the drug
259develops into an active form.40,47 The impact of different
260conjugate architectures on sensitizer trans-solubilization to
261bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a model protein was examined
262by following drug activation kinetics via fluorescence emission
263spectroscopy. As P-PEG0.85k failed to solubilize m-THPC, only
264conjugates with PEG block lengths of 3200 and 5200 g/mol
265were compared (Figure 3). A large excess of BSA was given to
266aqueous solutions of conjugate carriers loaded with their
267respective maximum payload of m-THPC. Time-resolved
268fluorescence measurements show, for all solubilization systems,
269an increase in the fluorescence intensity, which was previously
270demonstrated to coincide with singlet oxygen production
271capability.40 Strong differences in the drug activation kinetics
272could be found, depending on the formulation additives used.
273Fluorescence emission of m-THPC solubilized by P-PEG3.2k
274compared to that by P-PEG5.2k increased considerably slower.
275For instance, m-THPC/P-PEG3.2k complexes exhibited only

Figure 2. UV−vis absorption spectra of m-THPC/carrier complexes in
water indicating successful drug solubilization by peptide−PEG
conjugates compared to that of the free drug without formulation
additives (conditions: c[conjugates] = 15 μM in water, rt, pH 7).

Table 1. Hydrodynamic Radii of Conjugate Carrier
Aggregates in Water Prior to and after Loading with
Maximum Amounts of m-THPC Determined by Dynamic
Light Scattering and Maximum Drug Payload Capacity of
Conjugate Carriers Determined by UV−vis Absorbance
Spectroscopya

Rh [nm]

carrier −m-THPC +m-THPC

payload (drug/
carrier) in

[mmol/mmol]

molar drug-
to-carrier
ratio

P-PEG3.2k 37 ± 5 165 ± 22 0.31 1:3.3
P-PEG5.2k 13 ± 5 120 ± 4 0.30 1:3.4
P2-PEG5.2k 35 ± 3 110 ± 18 0.74 1:1.4
P3-PEG5.2k 25 ± 2 65 ± 7 0.95 1:1.1

aConditions: DLS: c[conjugates] = 0.37 mM in water, rt, pH 7; UV−
vis: c[conjugates] = 15 μM in water/EtOH 1:99, rt.
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276 ∼50% of the fluorescence intensity that was reached by m-
277 THPC/P-PEG5.2k complexes after an 18 h incubation with
278 BSA. This is counterintuitive, as a higher PEG block length was
279 expected to show advanced drug shielding and to retard
280 sensitizer trans-solubilization to BSA. Considering the smaller
281 aggregate sizes found for drug-loaded P-PEG5.2k compared to
282 that for loaded P-PEG3.2k, a larger interface area is provided by
283 the m-THPC/P-PEG5.2k complexes. This could potentially
284 result in an increase in the effective collision events between
285 proteins and drug/complexes required to promote drug trans-
286 solubilization from aggregates to BSA. A diffusion mechanism
287 via unimer exchange and transport is less likely because
288 solubilizers P2-PEG5.2k and P3-PEG5.2k, with larger hydro-
289 phobic segments, show even higher drug−BSA transfer rates.
290 The di- and trimerization of the peptide binding domains in a
291 linear or branched manner gave rise to solubilizers that
292 combine having a high payload capacity with remarkable rates
293 for drug activation (Figure 3, P-PEG5.2k, P2-PEG5.2k, and P3-
294 PEG5.2k). The increase in fluorescence after BSA addition was
295 obviously faster compared to activation from m-THPC/P-
296 PEG3.2k complexes. Fluorescence intensities reach, in all cases,
297 roughly similar values after 18 h. Nevertheless, the slopes of m-
298 THPC activation kinetics varied dramatically depending on the
299 utilized solubilizers. Within 2 h, ∼65 and ∼70% of the entire
300 drug load was found to have been already activated from m-
301 THPC/P2-PEG5.2k or m-THPC/P3-PEG5.2k complexes, re-
302 spectively. By then, only 30% of the drug was activated from m-
303 THPC/P-PEG5.2k complexes. Rapid drug activation is clearly
304 desired for photodynamic therapy applications because
305 irradiation treatment might start 2 h after administration of
306 the sensitizers and because retarding the release of the active
307 drug into the biosystem afterward should be minimized. The
308 impressive differences and opportunities arising from tailored
309 specific drug formulation additives can be seen by using
310 Pluronic F68 as a common triblock copolymer48 additive to

311solubilize m-THPC. Fluorescence kinetics indicate that the
312drug activation rate was significantly slower with m-THPC/F68
313complexes as compared to that with drug complexes of all
314conjugate solubilizers, showing that the criteria of rapid drug
315activation cannot be met. Within 18 h, only 15% of the drug
316was activated with respect to the amounts found to be activated
317with m-THPC/P2-PEG5.2k or m-THPC/P3-PEG5.2k com-
318plexes. It should be emphasized that accurately adjusting the
319interaction capabilities between a drug and carrier results not
320only in an optimized drug loading capacity but also in drug
321release profiles that are adapted for a specific purpose, which is
322not easily and accurately adjustable with commonly used block
323copolymer-based formulation additives.
324The general trend of accelerated drug release following an
325increase in the payload capacity of the conjugate carriers and a
326decrease in aggregate sizes is consistent. This can be explained
327by the decreasing excess of conjugate necessary for effective
328drug solubilization and colloidal stability. Simultaneously, the
329hydrodynamic radii of drug/conjugate aggregates are diminish-
330ing. It can be assumed that a lower drug-to-carrier ratio due to a
331higher payload capacity might reduce the PEG shell’s shielding
332effect against proteins. This could potentially cause a significant
333promotion of drug transfer to BSA molecules, as observed for
334P2-PEG5.2k and P3-PEG5.2k compared to P-PEG5.2k.

335■ CONCLUSIONS
336Tailor-made formulation additives have been studied to render
337m-THPC as a partially approved water-soluble photosensitizer
338and to potentially overcome undesired pharmacological profiles
339by improving bioavailability for photodynamic cancer therapy.
340A set of specific solubilizers was designed and synthesized based
341on peptide−PEG conjugates that comprise a combinatorially
342selected peptide segment as a binding domain to host m-
343THPC. The solubilizers vary systematically in PEG block
344length (Mn,PEG = 850, 3200, and 5200 g/mol) and in the
345architecture of the peptidic drug binding domain (monomeric
3467-mer domain, linear dimeric domain, and branched trimeric
347domain). The drug formulation additives were investigated with
348respect to maximum payload capacities, aggregate sizes, and
349drug release/activation profiles. Conceptionally, the peptide
350segment determines drug binding and hosting. Thus, increasing
351the PEG block length from 3200 to 5200 g/mol did not have a
352significant effect on the m-THPC payload capacity. However,
353an adequate PEG block length seems to be required to provide
354sufficient water solubility and colloidal stability to the drug/
355solubilizer complexes, as P-PEG8.5k was not able to solubilize
356m-THPC. The drug payload capacity of conjugates could be
357doubled and tripled by amplification of the peptide segments
358from a linear monobinding domain to a linear bis-valent and
359branched trivalent domain, respectively. All solubilizers trans-
360port m-THPC in a nonactive (silent) transport form. However,
361drug activation occurs by trans-solubilization of m-THPC from
362drug/solubilizer complexes to albumins as a model of blood
363plasma protein. Drug activation kinetics could be precisely
364adjusted over a broad range according to the needs of the
365therapeutic approach. The activation kinetics show a
366pronounced dependence on the aggregate sizes of the m-
367THPC/conjugate complexes. It is most likely that, due to
368kinetic control during the forced drug loading procedure, a
369reduction in aggregate sizes could be achieved by increasing
370either the PEG block length or the valency of the peptidic
371binding domain. A general trend was found in which more
372rapid trans-solubilization and drug activation occurred from

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of trans-solubilization from m-THPC/
solubilizer complexes to BSA (PDB 3V03) as a blood serum protein
model, resulting in drug transfer and drug activation (A).
Corresponding m-THPC activation kinetics followed by time-resolved
fluorescence emission to compare the effects of PEG block length and
peptide segment architecture with a control experiment using Pluronic
F68 as a commonly established formulation additive (B) (conditions:
λex, 417 nm; λem, 654 nm; c[BSA] = 100 μM; c[m-THPC] = 0.1 μM).
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373 drug/solubilizer complexes as the drug payload increased and
374 aggregate sizes decreased. This most likely reflects the relevance
375 of the interfacial area, providing effective contacts between
376 albumin proteins and drug/conjugate aggregates. This study
377 underlines the opportunities for precisely adjusting peptide−
378 PEG conjugates for solubilization of water insoluble, polar small
379 drug molecules. It should be emphasized that combining a
380 combinatorial approach to select peptide sequences that
381 specifically bind small organic molecules in a noncovalent
382 manner with different conjugate architectures can enrich the
383 toolbox and lead to the next generation of precisely definable
384 drug formulation additives.
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